Segregation of HLA-C from ICAM-1 at NK cell immune synapses is controlled by its cell surface density.
NK cell activity is controlled by the integration of signals from numerous activating and inhibitory receptors at the immunological synapse (IS). However, the importance of segregation and patterning of proteins at the NK cell IS is unknown. In this study, we report that the level of expression of HLA-C on target cells determined its supramolecular organization and segregation from ICAM-1 at the NK cell IS, as well as its capacity to inhibit NK cell cytotoxicity. At YTS NK cell synapses formed with target cells expressing low levels of HLA-C (i.e., 10(4)/cell surface), a multifocal patterning of MHC class I protein predominated, whereas for higher levels of expression (10(5)/cell surface), clusters of HLA-C were more commonly homogeneous, ring-shaped, or containing multiple exclusions. This correlation of protein density with its patterning at the IS was independent of ATP- or actin-driven processes. Importantly, ICAM-1 and HLA-C segregated only at synapses involving target cells expressing high levels of MHC protein. For peripheral blood NK clones, there were specific thresholds in the level of target cell HLA-C needed to inhibit cytotoxicity and to cause segregation of HLA-C from ICAM-1 at the synapse. Thus, the synapse organization of HLA-C, determined by its level of expression, could directly influence NK cell inhibition, e.g., by regulating the proximity of activating and inhibitory receptors. For the first time, this suggests an important function for the assembly of an inhibitory NK cell IS. More broadly, segregation of proteins at intercellular contacts could transmit information about protein expression levels between cells.